Northeastern University in San Francisco is located in the heart of downtown, encouraging networking opportunities and connections. Paired with residential services at Mills College @ Northeastern in Oakland, this unique hybrid program brings the best of both worlds: the academic rigors of a top-50 research institution with a traditional residential experience. This also sets students up for a successful transition to the Boston campus upon completion of their program experience.

Northeastern’s top-rated academic programming, combined with career development services, are a catalyst for high-level job placements. On average, 93% of graduates are working full-time or enrolled in graduate school within nine months. Students leave Northeastern with maturity beyond their years, prepared with practical strategies for long-term professional advancement. Northeastern’s global network of more than 282,000 alumni—with more than 7,000 in the Bay Area—empowers students with the strength of our community’s impact and reputation.

College Compatibility in Bay Area

The N.U.in and NU Bound Bay Area curriculum is tailored to meet the academic needs and requirements of students in the following colleges.

Please see course offerings by college below:

- **Bouvé College of Health Sciences**
- **College of Arts, Media and Design (CAMD)**
- **College of Science (COS)**
- **College of Social Sciences and Humanities (CSSH)**
- **D’Amore-McKim School of Business (DMSB)**
- **Explore Program for Undeclared Students** whose primary academic interest lies within one of the above colleges

The 2022 N.U.in Program [Course Description Guide](#) provides a detailed list of all the courses offered as a part of the N.U.in Program across each of our locations.

The 2022 NU Bound [Course Description Guide](#) provides details on the program course offerings.
Logistics

Class Schedule
You will receive your class schedule when you arrive in the Bay Area. As this is a hybrid program, the majority of your coursework will take place at the San Francisco campus, with some specialized instruction (labs, performance) at the Mills College @ Northeastern campus.

While at the San Francisco campus, in addition to their coursework, students will have access to academic support services, including tutoring and writing support, career exploration with professional staff and industry leaders, and family dinners that connect international students with their communities in the region.

Transportation
In addition to receiving a Clipper Card (a pre-loaded pass for the local transportation network), students will travel via a dedicated bus between the San Francisco and Mills College @ Northeastern campuses for their Tuesday and Thursday courses.

Housing
N.U.in students will live with their cohort in one of three residence halls at Mills College @ Northeastern: White, Reinhard and Ege.

NU Bound students will live with their cohort at Mills College @ Northeastern in either Orchard Meadow or Warren Olney.

Dining
Students will be on a meal plan that includes 15 meals per week at the at Mills College @ Northeastern campus, along with additional flex dining dollars to be used throughout the semester. Food will be available at the San Francisco campus as well.

Programming
One of the goals of the N.U.in and NU Bound programs is to foster and develop a strong community among our students. Students will experience one overnight excursion and multiple day trips as part of the program.

Examples of activities include:
- Civil Rights walking tour of Oakland
- Muir Woods National Monument
- West Oakland Urban Farm
- LGBTQ guided walking tour in San Francisco